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Last year I wrote about five years of hurt and pain for our
industry. Twelve months on we are continuing to ride out
tough times, and circulations and revenue growth remain
a challenge in our core printed areas. But, as I write, it
is clear that ours is an industry that is determined and
equipped to move forward.
Our focus is on the future – a future of printed
innovation, of ground-breaking digital technologies,
new apps and publications, and new methods of content
delivery to meet the exponential growth in demand from
the industry’s new customers, hungry for instant news.
Ours is a resilient industry that evolves and launches
innovative new products, both in print and online. Our
multi-platformed offering is now far greater than ever
before and our audience is growing.
Despite the challenges that inevitably lie ahead, our
extraordinary industry has the vision, the technology and
the skills to prosper. It is innovating and it is pioneering
new working methods.
The judges of The 2014 Newspaper Awards saw for
themselves that our news publishing sector is robust
and has great strength and imagination. It is meeting
the economic challenges, and is pioneering new content
delivery models that will ensure a sustainable and
profitable future.
Over the past year, dozens of coffee table style
magazines have been launched along with hundreds of
revenue-generating apps, digital news platforms, run
of paper supplements and standalones – all of them
reinforcing our industry’s commitment to high quality
content. Looking at the range and professionalism of
the final products that came before judges of this year’s
Newspaper Awards, it is clear that production of worldleading news media publishing platforms remains safe
under our watch.

Content is king, regardless of whether it is published
digitally or on paper. And quality content sits alongside the
method of delivery when we strive to ensure we provide
what our customers want, when they want it. If we remind
ourselves of this regularly, then we won’t go wrong.
Our industry is also a world leader in quality print and
reproduction. Print sales will stabilise and there are still
opportunities for growth, while digital platforms will
continue to be launched to feed the public’s ongoing
demand for news on all possible platforms.
What is not so clear at the moment, however, is how
to fully monetise that quality content and cutting edge
technology in the digital publishing arena. However, our
industry has survived the emergence of commercial radio,
TV, and the major upheaval of new technology. We have
the skillsets and expertise among our workforce to weather
this latest storm – and ensure that our watch hands the
industry on to the next generation in better shape than
ever before.
As chairman of the judging panel, I should like to thank,
on behalf of the Newspaper Awards team, the 16-strong
judging panel, all hugely busy executives, who gave up
two days of their time to assist with the process. They
scrutinised around 1,000 newspapers and digital entries
– no mean feat. In fact, an immensely challenging task.
A separate panel of digital specialists assessed the digital
news service entries – another mammoth task. A sincere
thank you to you all.
Thanks are also due to all the sponsors, and in
particular Fujifilm, our headline sponsor since day one of
the Awards in 1996. Fujifilm also hosted the judging at its
HQ in Bedford. An event like this cannot happen without
such support.
Gary Cullum, editor and publisher, PJ

THE JUDGES

The 2014 Newspaper Awards judging panel, pictured during a break in proceedings. Back row, left to right: Wolfgang Blau, director of digital
strategy, Guardian News & Media; Colm Fitzpatrick, general manager, The Irish Times; Paul Brady, operations director, Telegraph Media Group;
Ken Calderwood, head of print, Local World Media; Peter Slaughter, chief production officer, Financial Times. Middle row:
Christian Broughton, digital editor, The Independent; Mick Golder, night operations manager, West Ferry Printers; Martin Hunt, group
technical director, Harmsworth Printing; Nigel Miller, head of production operations, News UK; Duncan Gray, group operations director, Kent
Messenger; Jerry Secker production manager, Worcester Print Centre. Seated: Tim Kersen, head of commercial development, Mail Newspapers;
Rick O’Donnell, print IT services manager, Johnston Press; Gary Cullum, PJ editor and publisher and chairman of judges; Clive Want, director of
Thorpe Print Centre, Archant; and Alison Gow, deputy digital publishing director, Trinity Mirror (Regionals)

The 2014 Newspaper Awards Digital News Service judges (l-r): Simon Hinde, programme director, Journalism and Publishing, University of the Arts
London; Mark Challinor, vice president, International Media Association; Bevan Thomas, commercial director, Newsﬂare; Claire Wolfe, principal
lecturer/subject leader in Journalism, University of Worcester; Áine Kerr, managing editor, Storyful; Amanda Brown, head of content, Audioboo.
From the main panel of judges: Wolfgang Blau, Christian Broughton, Nigel Miller, Alison Gow
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The best of the best
We are delighted to congratulate the 2014 winner and salute
their contribution to the future success of newspapers.
The Fujifilm Grand Prix is awarded to the newspaper,
publisher or printer whose entry gained the most judging
points in a single category, an award which Fujifilm is
immensely proud to support.

To find out more visit
www.fujifilm.co.uk/gs
or email marketing.fgs@fuji.co.uk

FUJIFILM GRAND PRIX
The Best of the Best

The Fujifilm Grand Prix is awarded to the entry that has
gained the most number of points and first places from
The 2014 Newspaper Awards judging panel. The winner of
the Grand Prix represents the best of the best of this year’s
Awards.
This year’s winner goes to a sublime new supplement
from The Observer – Observer Tech Monthly.
Launched on 15 September 2013, Tech Monthly brings
together news and developments from the world of
science and technology and covers a wealth of opinions,
debates, interviews and reviews from finance to fashion,
from media to medicine.
Tech Monthly is not just written for geeks and pointyheads, it’s for ordinary people wanting to make sense of
the changes happening to all our worlds. Tech Monthly
explores the opportunities and the anxieties that happen
when personal and professional lives are radically retooled
at pace.
On launch, John Mulholland, editor of The Observer
and Tech Monthly, said: “Tech Monthly places us right
at the heart of the conversation about technology and
science in this country. Science and technology is changing
all our professional and personal lives and that’s why it is
such an incredibly rich area for journalism to explore.”
What The 2014 Newspaper Awards judges said:
Great format, design works well with the subject. Clean modern look
and feel draws the eye.
Excellent interesting content, good print quality – a heavyweight
product.
Unique design elements with great use of photography making optimal
use of newsprint.
Consistently clear and concise with great authoritative content.
Great page layouts using lots of white space to keep it clean looking.
All round a very ‘of-the-moment’ supplement.
Clean and bright with excellent register.
A masterclass, a beautiful production.
A real stand-out product!.
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NEWSPAPER PRINTER OF THE YEAR
The Agfa Premier Award

As in previous years, this highly prestigious category
presented the judges with a very strong field of
submissions. The judging panel was tasked with
establishing consistent production quality over a maximum
of three different newspaper titles from a printer’s or
publisher’s portfolio. After intense scrutiny, with the judges
praising the overall standard of the printing submitted,
two clear winners emerged receiving the utmost praise for
incredibly high standards both described as world class.
JOINT WINNERS: INTERPRESS NI (The Irish News,
Down Recorder, The Impartial Reporter)
NEWSPRINTERS (The Daily Telegraph, Financial Times,
The Times)
INTERPRESS (NI)
‘Wonderfully clean – superb copy. Well done.’ The judges agreed that
Interpress (NI) had demonstrated remarkable quality across all of its
titles with one judge commenting that it was this fantastic consistency,
with unblemished copies throughout the portfolio that makes it a
winner. Many of the judges praised the registration, photo repro and
colour-matching. ‘Very sharp, very clean – difficult to fault!’

NEWSPRINTERS
Fantastically concise printing, very clean and accurate.
Excellent quality throughout all copies, from all three sites.
Last year’s sole winner in this category, Newsprinters again impressed
the judging panel with the consistency of its print. Newsprinters
continues to deliver superb newspapers from three different sites across
a range of titles. ‘Concise, clean and beautifully accurate’, commented
another judge who reserved particular praise for the FT which he
described as nothing short of perfect.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Westferry Printers (Sunday Express, Daily Express, Daily Star)
Almost faultless. Every copy and page was cleanliness personified and
register was excellent.

COMMENDED
Archant Print (MCN, Classic Car Weekly, Angling Times) Superb
vibrancy and brightness. Clear, consistent quality across the brands.
Guardian Print Centre (The Observer, The Guardian) Well printed
across its portfolio with good reproduction and ink balance.
St Clements Press (Financial Times, Insurance Day, The Epoch
Times) Very good clear printing – clean and crisp.
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EngagE

UPM Paper helps you to innovate. By delivering high quality paper, ready for your print innovations,
together we can engage your readers. The result? You’ll have consistent print performance with
a minimal environmental impact.
Tangible, sustainable and reliable. On UPM Paper good news travels fast.
www.upmpaper.com
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PRINTED INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
The UPM Paper Premier Award

In this category, introduced for the first time last
year, the judging panel was looking for entries
that demonstrated the most innovative, creative or
commercial implementation of print for newspapers.
Entries could be newspapers, supplements or standalone initiatives designed to enhance a publication’s
performance. The judges applauded the originality and
ingenuity demonstrated by many of the submissions
and acknowledged their obvious commercial benefits.
However, this year, one very clear winner emerged.
WINNER: The Daily Telegraph, Cascade Creative
‘New, bold, creative - really makes an impact. An excellent innovation
that’s technically brilliant.’ The judging panel was uniformly impressed
with The Daily Telegraph’s Cascade front page cover wrap which, in their
opinion, displayed truly innovative commercial possibilities. The panel
agreed that this was an advertising solution which had been superbly
implemented. ‘Fantastically well-designed and beautifully printed’, said
one judge while another commented on the painstaking work that must
have gone into lining everything up. A truly creative and imaginative
advertising innovation that contributes to the brand.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Caerphilly Observer – print edition Judges were very impressed
with the reverse printing from web to print. Quality journalism driven by
a real passion to represent its area and hold power to scrutiny.

COMMENDED
Express & Echo – XXXL poster True innovation in the newspaper
printing world.
Freiburger Druck – varnished newspaper products Looks great.
Ecologically sound principles and obviously proving popular with the
market.
Guardian Print Centre – six colour printing A great initiative
utilising press to provide new capabilities. Very well printed.
Lincolnshire Media – past to present supplement A terriﬁc
concept. It highlights the power of print that would not have been
revealed on-line.
Peckham Peculiar – hyperlocal newspaper A great foray into a
crowded arena – great vision and lovely design.
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another
time.
another
print.

Print is always on the move. In dynamic, changing markets, printing companies always need to adapt to new conditions. This is
manroland web systems’ focus: You, your business, and your future.
You can expect us to show new perspectives having the entire value
chain in mind. Expect integrated solutions for successful business models.
manroland web systems (UK) Ltd, United Kingdom.
www.manroland-web.com

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR
The manroland web systems Premier Award

To establish a winner in this category, the judging panel
had several criteria to fulfil – production and print
excellence, editorial content, design, page layout and
photography, all of which had to be supported by strong
sales and distribution figures. With so many boxes to
be ticked, it was remarkable that the two strongest
contenders separated themselves clearly from the rest of
the field. The two newspapers vying for pole position, for
the second year running, were praised for their superb
editorial content, great design and layout, arresting
photography and consistently excellent production values.
WINNER: THE DAILY TELEGRAPH
The layout is fantastic as is the use of photography. Elegant page
design with consistent print quality. and very crisp, very clean looking
copy. Also the winner in 2013, judges were unanimous in their praise
for The Daily Telegraph’s sharp, clean design, intelligent use of
photography and exceptional editorial content. Phrases such as superb
editorial, great design and layout and exceptionally high production
values peppered their comments with one judge describing its design
as beautiful, which when you put it all together, makes for some
wonderfully eye-catching pages.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Financial Times A very close-run second place. Production quality is
ﬂawless with fantastic print ﬁnish. Lovely clean design and in-depth
editorial.

COMMENDED
i Very well put together. Excellent sales and readership numbers.
The Guardian Beautiful layout. Great campaigning articles and superb
analysis.
The Independent Excellent copies. Very strong with great
photography.
The Sun Very clean, clear and crisp print. Good design and layout.
The Times High level content, well-produced and printed.
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Redefine your print operation

New economies in production, through automation and
expanded press utilization

Revitalize your product offering

Innovations to enhance your capabilities through product
differentiation and value-added features

Rethink, re-purpose, re-invent...

Bring new life to your existing equipment with services,
upgrades and technology enhancements designed to
keep you running

REGIONAL NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR
The Goss International Premier Awards

In order to name the best Regional Newspaper of the Year,
the judges were asked to consider print quality and, just as
importantly, commercial success based on strong sales and
distribution figures. So, with circulation being a key criterion,
the category was once again split into two sections: those
with a circulation above 25,000 and those under 25,000. The
panel was also tasked with identifying the publications that
demonstrated a strong role in their communities and
delivered good value for money to their readers.
WINNER OVER 25,000: THE IRISH NEWS
A great looking paper with strong design and good use of pictures to
create bold pages. Considered by many of the judges to be a superb
overall package and fabulously printed.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Press and Journal Bright design and great local content.

COMMENDED
Belfast Telegraph Excellent production and high journalistic standards.
Eastern Daily Press Well-printed with a good spread of regional and
national news.
Hull Daily Mail A good read that’s clean, crisply printed, and wellproduced.
The News (Portsmouth) A good mix of stories with beautiful colour
printing throughout.
Western Morning News Good content package with nice design and
production.

WINNER UNDER 25,000: THE JOURNAL
A clear winner and described as having great, relevant campaigns that
have had real results. Top class production and well-designed pages
throughout.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Herald (Plymouth) Eye catching front page designs. Some fun
reads balanced with serious, issue-led pieces.

COMMENDED
Cambridge News Feels like a national…a value package.
Daily Echo A good, modern layout with clean, clear print.
Dorset Echo Good layout and feel. High print standards.
Gloucester Citizen Rebranding has worked well. Looks good,
reads well.
News & Star Strong splash designs, super printing and good, local
campaigning stories.
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WE CAN ALL BREATHE
A LITTLE EASIER.

BECAUSE WE’RE KEEPING OUR COMMITMENTS.
We’re a proud member of the World Wildlife
Fund’s Climate Savers program. That means our
commitment to reducing our carbon footprint
is strong and clear. We’re closing in, ahead of
schedule, on our target to reduce 65% of our
greenhouse gas emission by 2015.
We protect and preserve the natural resources in our care and fully
support our other valuable resources — our employees and the
communities where we live and work.

Proud sponsor of the 2014 International Newspaper
of the Year Award.
Richard Garneau, President and Chief Executive Officer

Visit resolutefp.com/sustainability
to learn more.

INTERNATIONAL NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR
The Resolute Forest Products Premier Award

Truly a global category with submissions on the table
from South America, Asia, Europe and the UK, providing
the judging panel with a superbly diverse range of titles
to compare. As in previous years, this category contained
some very strong contenders praised by the judges for
their superb design, content and overall print excellence.
However, this year introduced a challenger to the German
titles that have attracted winning scores in previous years
– a publication that elicited unanimous praise from the
judges and placed it firmly at the top of the international
list.
WINNER: CHINA DAILY EUROPEAN WEEKLY
New to this category and a clear winner, the judges praised this
publication for its superb design, attractive layout and exceptional
print. Judges agreed that its engaging content mix combined with
superb layouts made this a stand-out title. In the words of one judge,
its excellent design and superb use of white space made it an extremely
inviting read.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung (Germany) Stylish
design, great use of pictures and clean, attractive layout. Excellent
newspaper – ticks all the boxes.

COMMENDED
Abendzeitung (Germany) Good production quality with consistent
colour.
Donaukurier (Germany) A good, clean-looking paper with lots of
news on offer.
Heilbronner Stimme (Germany) Great sectionalised package and
good use of images.
The Telegraph Weekly Superb content and a lovely feel to the
product.
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WEEKEND NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR
The Aktrion Award

Of all the judging categories, Weekend Newspaper of
the Year continues to elicit the most superlatives. As
in previous years, this was an outstanding line-up of
entries with many of the submissions being praised for
their impact and vibrancy. Judges were unanimous in
agreeing that whether the titles were national or regional,
Saturday or Sunday publications, most of them offered
exceptional content and fantastic value for money, while
acknowledging that several of the regional weekend
newspapers were now comparing extremely favourably
with the nationals.
WINNER: THE INDEPENDENT ON SUNDAY
It was the fresh, modern look of The Independent on Sunday that
impressed the judging panel, many of whom praised the paper’s ability
to deliver weight of content without the bulk of various supplements.
As one judge put it: ‘It’s really vibrant and looks genuinely fresh. It
also doesn’t come with a myriad of supplements tucked inside’. This
was a close run-race between the top two contenders but it was The
Independent on Sunday’s originality and freshness that tipped the
balance in its favour.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Daily Telegraph An excellent all round package offering multisections and magazines all beautifully designed.

COMMENDED
Eastern Daily Press Very good content and well produced. Attractive
design and layout.
FT Weekend Beautifully produced with brilliant layout and navigation.
Sunday Herald A quality newspaper – great production and beautiful
design backed up by some great writing.
The Guardian A great package. Strong front pages and plenty of
informed content.
The Sunday Times Continues to be an outstanding paper, superbly
printed. A great all-round package.
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who can benefit from the capabilities
of the world’s largest provider of
printing inks, coatings and pigments?
I can.

working for you.

www.sunchemical.com

COLDSET COLOUR SUPPLEMENT OF THE YEAR
The Sun Chemical Award

The task for the judges in this category was to find a
publication that exhibited solid, top class production
values while also enhancing its parent newspaper and
standing alone in its own right. While scrutinising
reproduction, ink density, trimming and stock grammage,
the panel also examined the publications for editorial
content, design, layout and use of photography. As in
previous years this category attracted a hugely diverse
range of titles which varied enormously in terms of overall
product quality. However, a very clear winner quickly
emerged, eliciting unreserved praise from all the judges.
WINNER: OBSERVER TECH MONTHLY
Tech Monthly ticked all the boxes and then some. It was the outright
winner in this category praised by every one of the judges for its sharp,
good looks and superb production and print. ‘A master-class in making
a specialist market accessible and compelling’, said one judge. A great
package with fantastic features, entertaining columnists and eyecatching imagery. A very ‘of-the-moment’ publication.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Weekend (The Daily Telegraph) Stunning images and great feature
content. Excellent production from pre-press through to printed copy.

COMMENDED
Best Of Liverpool (Liverpool Echo) Imaginatively designed and a
very nice read. You can hear the scouse accent when you read it.
Life (The Sunday Telegraph) Great ﬂow of editorial pages.
Production quality was excellent.
Travel (The Daily Telegraph) A gorgeous supplement, lavishly
illustrated and pin-sharp production.
TV Magazine (The Sun) An excellent format with good overall
content. Well produced and printed.
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Mind blowing
When it comes to impressive statistics, our three
new printing sites take some beating.
Across the three sites, there are 19 state-of-theart MAN Roland triple width presses – each the
height of four double decker buses – producing an
impressive 86,000 full colour newspapers an hour.
Broxbourne, on a site that’s equivalent in size
to 23 football pitches, is the world’s largest
newspaper manufacturing plant. Eurocentral
houses the largest printing press installed
anywhere in the world, capable of running
288 tabloid pages in full colour straight. And
Knowsley, strategically positioned in the North
West, houses five brand new presses.
The Newsprinters mission is clear – to be the best
newspaper manufacturer in the world. Why not
contact us and let us prove it.

dennis.jones@news.co.uk
www.newsprinters.co.uk

NICHE MARKET NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR
The Newsprinters Award

This year, as always, saw a fantastically diverse range of
titles on the table, most of which demonstrated high
production values while also illustrating in-depth
understanding of their markets. The contenders
represented, among many others, bird watchers, farmers,
fashionistas and motorcyclists making it a fascinating
category to judge. While taking individual budgetary
constraints into consideration, judges were asked to
examine production values but also to assess the
publications’ success in serving their target audiences. It
was an extremely close fought battle between three of the
titles, with last year’s winner edging in to the lead at the
final count.
WINNER: MCN
As one of the judging panel commented: ‘No wonder it’s called the
motorcyclist’s bible – its jam-packed with news from different sectors
plus reviews, results and extensive classiﬁeds. Excellent editorial, this
is a read all week publication.’ The judges also praised its design, use
of colour and print standards with one judge adding that MCN was
difﬁcult to fault. An excellent, well-produced and printed all-round
package.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Hackney Citizen An excellent concept that hits the target market right
between the eyes.

COMMENDED
Farmers Guardian Clean, sharp and offers great value from its depth
of coverage.
Farm Week Well designed, good editorial content and ﬁrst class
printing.
First News Superb engagement with children….developing and
educating the readers of the future.
Kentishtowner Buzzy and engaging, a great local support and
resource.
The Catholic Herald Its journalism regularly sets international debate
and it looks good too.
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Fundamentally
Changing the Nature
of Publishing...
There are times when your business environment
changes so dramatically that to survive you have to
do more than merely adapt. And when that change is
structural, it demands a fundamentally different solution.
Knowledge from PCS is a publishing platform that not
only manages change, it was built to revolutionise and
transform the way publishers work.
Knowledge allows publishers to rethink the ways they
work and delivers efficiencies that promote a smooth
transition from traditional print-centred production to a
more agile digital-first opportunity.
Find out how Knowledge can fundamentally change the
nature of your publishing process.

01902 37 47 57
info@pcs-publishing.com
www.pcs-publishing.com
@PCSltd1
PCS Ltd, Castle Street,
Wolverhampton, WV1 3AD.

NEWSPAPER APP OF THE YEAR
The PCS Award

Armed with their tablets and smartphones and looking
forward to scrolling, navigating and interacting, the panel
was asked to nominate the most innovative, user-friendly
and content-packed app which simultaneously enhances
its print counterpart. Judges scanned their screens for
technological innovation, quality of interactive graphics
and, importantly, ease and speed of use. The judges were
hugely impressed by the rich content, superb layouts and
ease of navigation displayed by most of the submissions.
Very closely fought between the top two contenders.
WINNER: FT WEB APP
As one judge remarked: ‘This is, by far, the app which makes best use
of the device’s technical capabilities – so much more than just a static
representation of a print project’. Many of the judges echoed this
sentiment, praising this as a true app rather than an e-paper with a
depth of content which puts it ahead of all the others. The consensus
was that the FT’s web app was attractive, easy to use for all ability
levels and offered superb integration of live content. A rich depth of
information with intuitive user journeys.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Times and Sunday Times tablet app A close second place. A
very intuitive app with great articles and quick and easy to navigate.

COMMENDED
Mail Plus Well designed with good, up-to-date news. An attractive
alternative to the printed product.
Newsquest Wales and Gloucestershire apps A strong entry which
shows a real desire to embrace multi-platform publishing.
Sun+ Sun+ Goals shows real collaboration and innovation in producing
something special in a saturated market.
Sunday Herald Life app Great feature content and visually strong
image display.
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It’s back to the future
with personalised
newspapers
Stroma is the UK’s only commercial digital
newspaper producer operating a complete service,
including distribution. Printing personalised
colour copies of some of the world’s major
international newspapers here in London is a
breeze with Canon inkjet technology.
Contact
Stroma | Steve Brown
e steve@stromaltd.co.uk
Canon | Chris Aked
e chris.aked@cuk.canon.co.uk

DIGITAL INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
The Canon Award

It goes without saying that this is a rapidly expanding
category and consequently affords the judging panel close
scrutiny of some of the year’s most exciting, new digital
innovations. While looking for creativity, innovation and
sound commercial implementation, judges were keen to
ensure that the digital contribution remained true to the
brand’s core values and offered an authentic alternative to
the user. A clear winner emerged in this exciting category
with one judge remarking that it ‘takes crowdsourcing
to an impressive new level and truly embraces open,
transparent journalism.’
WINNER: GUARDIANWITNESS – DIGITAL
JOURNALISM INITIATIVE
An outright winner. The judges were uniformly impressed with the
scope and implementation of this digital newcomer, praising its
innovative implementation of social news gathering which works well
across numerous platforms. Using reader contributions to add and
update news, GuardianWitness was praised for providing a platform
for gathering and updating content from difﬁcult areas, as it happens.
‘Clearly citizen journalism is on the march’, said one judge ‘and Witness
harnesses it beautifully.’

HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Tab – University websites A great network of student websites
which clearly knows its market and executes it well.

COMMENDED
Cornwall Today – website A simple magazine format which is easy on
the eye and very browsable.
fastFT – market-moving news and views
A real attempt to move things forward in the digital space without
compromising the newspaper.
MNA Star Witness – online reader platform Good community
involvement through an effective contact platform.
Sun+ – digital entertainment package A clever extension of the
brand. This is a stylish offering.
Worldcrunch Impact – solutions without borders A great
innovation, well-engineered and a good-looking solution.
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wrh marketing…

ferag…

Eloquent words need elegant printing.
We congratulate all newspaper award winners.
All the best for the future.

The richer and more varied the media world, the more
important the printed word. Communicative people
enjoy topical, informative and entertaining news
papers and magazines. All the more so in our virtual
age. We wish all newspapers continuing success.
With publications that appeal to readers and advertis
ers with their wit, intelligence and sophistication.

WRH Marketing UK Ltd
17 Harlow Mill Business Centre
Riverway
Harlow, Essex
CM20 2FD
Phone +44 (0)1279 635 657
Fax +44 (0)1279 445 666
info@wrhmarketinguk.com
www.wrhmarketinguk.com

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR
The WRH Marketing, Ferag Award

This category again attracted the largest number of
submissions, reﬂecting the key role the weeklies play
in the industry and within the communities they serve.
The panel’s brief was to scrutinise the publications for
production excellence and presentation skills combined
with strong local coverage and overall customer appeal.
Many of the submissions won praise from the judges for
their production and print excellence and were applauded
for high standards of community journalism.
WINNER: THE IMPARTIAL REPORTER
Many of the judges praised this publication for its fresh, modern appeal
agreeing on the superb quality of its design and production. A great
package with good layouts cleanly and clearly presented. It also ticked
all the boxes for community engagement. Great breadth of content and
especially strong campaigns said one judge with another commenting
on its exceptional local coverage.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Oxford Times A substantial weekly. Clean, crisp design with great
articles. Stunning business magazine and lifestyle supplement.

COMMENDED
Express & Echo Really good value, a quality package of local news,
features, and sport. A conﬁdent paper with a clear identity.
Ham & High Looks like a national with regional content. Strong local
community support.
MK News An amazing commercial success. Well-printed with great
colour.
The Hunts Post Good clean layout and very well-printed. Engaging
community journalism.
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Mark loves sports.
His passion carries over to his
newspaper business, where he plays
to win. For Mark’s business, winning
means getting to press fast to meet
deadlines.
Mark started using Kodak Sonora News
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penalties.
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and spend less on making plates
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DIGITALLY PRINTED NEWSPAPER OF THE YEAR
The Kodak Award

Still in its infancy as a category, but continues to grow
in importance as publishers seek to reduce freight costs
and publish early same day in remote locations around
the world. While judges recognised the clear advantage
of printing on enhanced brighter paper stock, they also
heaped much praise on newspapers printed on ‘standard’
paper which showed a strong and commercially sound
strategy for digital printing.
WINNER: THE DAILY TELEGRAPH
printed by Miller Newsprint, Malta
Superbly clean copy on standard newsprint which has shown consistent
sales growth year on year. Ticks all the boxes for cost-effective, low
volume digital production.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
The Columbia Chronicle, Illinois, USA printed by Topweb, Chicago
High density blacks and attractive layout with a good commercial
argument for producing digitally.

COMMENDED
China Daily (European Weekly) printed by Stroma, London
Superbly produced to meet its London target audience. Great print on
a bright stock.
Corriere Dello Sport printed by Stroma, London
Looked great, super quality, on enhanced paper to meet an overseas
need.
The Daily Telegraph printed by Newsprint Impresion Digital,
Tenerife
A strong performer, but quality not quite up to Maltese standards.
The Times printed by Miller Newsprint, Malta
Well produced content - near perfect copies. Part of a strong and
reliable technical solution for serving remote markets.
Tuttosport printed by Stroma, London
Nicely produced on an enhanced paper.
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QUICK…tell me in 10 seconds
what’s the best deal in your paper
for beer, pizza and DJ’s?

Don’t be late to the party!

Let your readers know instantly what
the best deals and discounts are.
-

With your own mobile app, advertisers can quickly display
their latest deals while you track your rocketing ad sales
with our web based management system.
-

Your readers are no longer willing to wait for answers.
Are you? Visit our website now for more details or call
David Wright at Drag+Drop on 08000-432-212
-

www.localpricesapp.com/explore.html

DIGITAL NEWS SERVICE OF THE YEAR
The Drag+drop Award

In the early days of this category the judges really
struggled to differentiate between sites as so many used
common templates. Those days are now well and truly
gone, with an extremely high standard of entry showcasing
a stunning array of digital news service sites. Entries range
from the hyperlocal to major national heavyweights with
many trailblazing online innovations.
WINNER: fastFT
Innovative, repurposing of FT content for a digital, mobile first
environment. Great use of social media to drive engagement, the FT is
at the cutting edge of digital communications with superb integration
of content from different mediums. It embraces different behaviour of
online readers and offers different entry points into its rich journalism,
from a slow-moving front page to its innovative fast stream. A new
digital wire for the digital age.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
guardian.com Excellent integration of social platforms and where
possible data is shared with users to enable more collaboration and
discovery. ‘It’s the benchmark for us all.’

COMMENDED
belfasttelegraph.co.uk Good use of archive, debate forum and big
rise in social media usage.
ibtimes.co.uk Demonstrates impressive growth and multiple
approaches to monetisation.
independent.co.uk Busy, information packed website. Very pictorially
led with good variety of comment.
thelincolnite.co.uk An example of the innovation that can ﬂourish
when the passion to provide a community with great local journalism
and technical talent coincide.
worldcrunch.com Great use of responsive design and social media
integration to drive traffic.
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NATIONAL COLOUR SUPPLEMENT OF THE YEAR
The Precision Colour Printing Award

The submissions in this category were, as in previous years,
a joy to behold and a pleasure to judge. Many of these
beautifully glossy, high-end titles elicited high praise from
the judging panel with phrases such as ‘beautiful design’,
‘fantastic content’ and ‘amazing quality’ peppering
the score sheets. The panel was asked to examine the
titles for content, production and printing excellence to
establish a winner in the increasingly competitive glossies
marketplace. This year’s judging resulted in an exciting
reversal of fortune between the top two contenders!
WINNER: ULTRATRAVEL (THE DAILY TELEGRAPH)
‘Gloriously aspirational content’, said one judge, ’a fantastic, largeformat glossy with to-die-for pictures.’ Praise for its photography and
print standard was echoed by many of the judges. It had stunning
pictures and design with great photos that leapt from the large-format
pages.

HIGHLY COMMENDED
How To Spend It (Financial Times) Winner nine times since 2003,
How To Spend It still sets the standards in this competitive market place.
It was difﬁcult to ﬁnd fault.

COMMENDED
Event (The Mail On Sunday) Packed with content – positively
bursting! Excellent reviewers and a good geographical spread of
features.
Fashion (The Daily Telegraph) Beautiful design and photography.
Impressive to maintain such high standards.
Stella (The Sunday Telegraph) A quality production that has the feel
and read of a paid-for, stand-alone product. Constantly evolving.
Style (The Sunday Times) Flirtatious design and content supports its
classy fast-fashion feel.
You Magazine (The Daily Mail) Maintains high editorial standards
and well printed.
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REGIONAL SUPPLEMENT/MAGAZINE OF THE YEAR
The Precision Colour Printing Award

This category continues to impress, presenting the
judging panel with a wide and diverse range of titles for
consideration in this ever-expanding market. The entries,
designed to complement their ﬂagship titles, could be
free, paid-for, weekly, monthly supplements or standalones. The panel agreed that, despite the diversity of the
publications, good design, compelling content and high
production values were evident across the board. Closely
contested with just four points separating the top three
contenders, the eventual winner was hailed as a great
example of a high-class county magazine.
WINNER: CORNWALL TODAY
(CORNWALL & DEVON MEDIA)
Many of the judges praised Cornwall Today for its exceptional
production. ‘A very well-produced magazine, well-printed with a quality
feel’, commented one judge with another adding that it displayed
‘exceptionally high production values’. Its editorial content and breadth
of local coverage also attracted praise from the judges. ’Great local
content covering every aspect of Cornish life – shows Cornwall in all its
glory.’

HIGHLY COMMENDED
Weekend (Gloucestershire Media) Packed full of content with a nice
format and superbly designed.

COMMENDED
Cambridge Magazine (Cambridge Newspapers) Tip-top publication
with great editorial content and high-class production.
ES Magazine (Evening Standard) A proper magazine with relevant,
interesting features. Designed to be read and enjoyed, not ﬂipped
through.
Norfolk (Archant East) A lovely publication with very good features.
The Journal (Lincolnshire Media) A fantastic product, great format.
Tynedale Life (Hexham Courant) Impressive quality with good
design and layout with great articles.
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